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HIOSSEN

K3 Unit Chair
A design that alleviates stress for both the patient and clinician

CHOICES,
CHOICES,
CHOICES…
Scan the QR code
to see the different
color options for
the K3 Unit Chair

FOR FREE
INFORMATION:
800.921.4806
ext. 262
www.dps.
li/a/5Q9-101
Circle 101
on the card

U

pdating or building an
office from the ground up
is stressful so it’s important to find ways to alleviate that
stress by ensuring that your newly
purchased equipment is not only
affordable, but also dependable in design and efficient and
comfortable for both your office
and your team. Thus, selection of
a dental delivery system is critical
in achieving optimal operatory
functionality.
Optimized for the dental
operatory and designed with the
dental team in mind, Hiossen’s
K3 Unit Chair enables confident
and precise treatment as well as
ergonomic patient positioning,
and keeps everything the practitioner needs within easy reach.
The K3 Chair’s advanced technology improves the precision of
the procedure for the dentist. The
doctor’s table is equipped with a
4.3-in, full-color LCD display panel
that provides all the information
needed at a glance, while a wide
table, mouse pad, and chart
holder can improve preciseness
and efficiency of treatment. The
various additional functions for
the water-irrigating handpiece,
lamp switch, RPM setting, and
timer allow the operations to be
done in a more stabilized, careful
manner. Smart technology ensures
a smooth workflow for the dentist
and assistant.
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Dental assistants will appreciate
the K3 Unit Chair’s efficient simple
use of space as the assistant’s
unit is designed to provide the
most efficient arrangement for
consumable and operating tools
on the table. The swivel side table
can enhance convenience during
treatment without disrupting
procedural workflow while
working on the patient.
The K3 Unit Chair’s ideal

comfort and ergonomic design
puts patients at ease during their
procedure. The patient chair,
equipped with a high-performance
hydraulic motor, and the unit, fixed
to the ground, produce minimal
shaking and noise during chair
height adjustment. Wide back
support also gives the patient
comfort in any position and allows
the clinician to maintain proper
distance with the patient.
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